How do Flood occur?
Floods occur in almost every part of the earth. They came in any kind, massive, little or measured. They cause great damage and result million of death. Floods could be cause by Natural or human, often their results are similar but their are a great range of factors of causing flood.

Flash Flood is one of the popular one. Heavy rains cause rivers to suddenly rise and overflow. Most flash flood occur in mountainous areas. They also occur in deserts.

Flood could also cause by human, like cutting down forest. When the trees been cut down by people. The soil has nothing to hold with. When the weather rains, the water wash soil into the river bed, the river overflow and flood.

Building roads houses and factories could also cause flood. A building site where drains are been put into to get water off the ground. Water will quickly into the drains. During a rain storm, water flows into the rivers and water overflow which makes flood.

Snow melting is one of the common on. At early spring the snow or ice from the mountain melt and joins the upstream of river. At the downstream all the branch of river join together. The river may receive 10 times more than their normal beds could hold. This also cause flood.

Grade Commentary
Cameron has demonstrated a basic understanding of the structure and features of an explanation. Knowledge of the topic is evident in the explanation of cause and effect. The text has been well sequenced with appropriate grouping of information in paragraphs. Passive voice and action verbs have been used but the explanation could be enhanced by the inclusion of more technical language. There is some confusion with grammar, tense and plurals. Spelling strategies have been inconsistently applied and there is a need for more careful editing.

Cameron’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade D standard.